WORKSHOP on ETHNOLECTS

Peter Auer and Pieter Muysken (organizers)

14:55 - 15:25: SALLY BOYD (GÖTEBORG) AND KARI FRAURUD (STOCKHOLM)
The concept of native speaker and its (lack of) usefulness in research in multilingual urban environments

15:30 - 16:00: THIERRY PAGNIER (UNIVERSITÉ PARIS 3)
Les « parlers » des jeunes : un phénomène tardif

16:00 - 16:20 COFFEE/TEA

16:20 - 16:50: WOUTER KUSTERS (AMSTERDAM) AND ESTHER VAN KRIEKEN (Nijmegen)
Dutch on the move; emerging varieties under influence of migration

16:55 - 17:25 FRIEDERIKE KERN/MARGRET SELTING, (POTS DAM)
Prosodic features of ethnolects: On some syntactic and prosodic structures of Turkish-German in conversation

17:30 - 18:00 MICHAEL CLYNE (MELBOURNE)
Comments on the papers presented